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Abstract

The Magnetic Pileup Boundary or Induced Magnetosphere Boundary (IMB) has been an enigma in Mars aeronomy. Previously

dubbed the planetopause, magnetopause, ion-composition boundary, and protonopause, identification of this unique plasma

region has been marked by difficulty. In this case study, we used data from the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN

(MAVEN) mission to identify IMB crossings and configurations during the month of September 2017 with a particular focus on

the 10 September 2017 solar events. It was concluded that the ICME had no statistically significant impact on the IMB standoff

locations. This study also investigated the effects of upstream dynamic pressure, thermal pressure from the magnetosheath,

magnetic pressure from the Magnetic Pileup Region (MPR), thermal pressure associated with the ionosphere, and Extreme

Ultraviolet (EUV) irradiance on the IMB during September 2017. We have found that during the 163 IMB crossings, magnetic

pressure in the MPR and thermal pressure in the ionosphere had the largest influence on the IMB standoff distance.
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Key Points:8

• The ICME during September 2017 had no statistically significant impact on the9

IMB standoff location.10

• The magnetic pressure of the Magnetic Pileup Region (MPR) and the thermal pres-11

sure in the ionosphere had the greatest influence on the IMB standoff distance.12
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Abstract13

The Magnetic Pileup Boundary or Induced Magnetosphere Boundary (IMB) has been14

an enigma in Mars aeronomy. Previously dubbed the planetopause, magnetopause, ion-15

composition boundary, and protonopause, identification of this unique plasma region has16

been marked by difficulty. In this case study, we used data from the Mars Atmosphere17

and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) mission to identify IMB crossings and configurations18

during the month of September 2017 with a particular focus on the 10 September 201719

solar events. It was concluded that the ICME had no statistically significant impact on20

the IMB standoff locations. This study also investigated the effects of upstream dynamic21

pressure, thermal pressure from the magnetosheath, magnetic pressure from the Mag-22

netic Pileup Region (MPR), thermal pressure associated with the ionosphere, and Ex-23

treme Ultraviolet (EUV) irradiance on the IMB during September 2017. We have found24

that during the 163 IMB crossings, magnetic pressure in the MPR and thermal pressure25

in the ionosphere had the largest influence on the IMB standoff distance.26

Plain Language Summary27

The plasma environment of Mars is a dynamic and complex place. There are mul-28

tiple layers and confines of plasma formed from the interaction of plasma from plane-29

tary origin and the plasma of the solar wind. One such complicated plasma boundary30

is the Induced Magnetosphere Boundary (IMB) which is one of many located in the so-31

lar wind/ionosphere interface region. The IMB is widely known to be affected by solar32

wind dynamic pressure and solar irradiance flux. However, there are other pressures that33

sway the position and shape of the IMB as well. September 2017 brought about an in-34

tense pressure event due to the solar eruptive activity. All aspects of the Martian plasma35

environment were affected. We therefore took this opportunity to examine how the IMB36

reacted to different plasma pressures brought about by the solar events. We also tried37

to determine which pressure(s) were the most influential in determining the IMBs stand-38

off distance.39
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Figure 1. Diagrams of the dayside induced Martian magnetosphere (i.e., from the ionosphere

to the foreshock). a) The distinct plasma regions (rotated text) and plasma boundaries (horizon-

tal text). b) The induced Martian magnetosphere split up by predominant pressure terms.

1 Introduction40

1.1 Mars Aeronomy41

The Mars plasma environment is in a constant state of fluctuation. As solar wind42

bombards the planet, and interacts directly with the upper atmosphere, an assortment43

of plasma zones form as a result. The various plasma regions and boundaries are rep-44

resented in Figure 1a) for the dayside induced Martian magnetosphere. In this general45

scenario, the Martian plasma environment is experiencing no high dynamic pressure event,46

nor is anything being perturbed by underlying crustal magnetic. One way to define gen-47

eral regions of the induced Martian magnetosphere is by location of dominant pressure48

terms, as symbolized in Figure 1b). Going radially inward into the induced magnetosphere,49

just before entering, there is an upstream region where solar wind dynamic pressure dom-50

inates (Pdyn in Figure 1b). Thereafter is the bow shock. This shock wave slows down51

the solar wind from supersonic to subsonic speeds (Mazelle et al., 2004). Following is the52

magnetosheath which is characterized by shocked solar wind particles, and thermal pres-53

sure (Pthm,m) dominating both magnetic (PB) and dynamic pressures. In the magne-54

tosheath, one can also see low amplitude magnetic fields with high wave activity. From55

the start of the magnetosheath to the start of the ionosphere, the overall composition56

of the plasma goes from being composed of primarily light solar wind ions, to being com-57

posed of heavy planetary ions (Halekas et al., 2018).58
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The average altitude where the thermal pressure of the magnetosheath balances59

the magnetic pressure of the magnetic pileup region (MPR) is one of the pressure bal-60

ance boundaries (PB ≈ Pthm,m). The MPR exhibits strong magnetic fields caused by61

the draping of the interplanetary magnetic field about the ionosphere (Ma et al., 2008).62

Going further in, the fluctuating magnetic field then begins to transition to a more draped63

magnetic field configuration, and the Magnetic Pileup Boundary (MPB), also known as64

the Induced Magnetosphere Boundary (IMB) is then reached (Vignes et al., 2000). Also65

around this area, magnetic field fluctuations and energetic electrons reduce in magni-66

tude (Acuña et al., 1998; Bertucci et al., 2003, 2005). Continuing on, the Ion Compo-67

sition Boundary (ICB; Sauer et al., 1994, 1995) is then encountered. Here a sharp drop68

in solar wind proton fluxes over a relatively small distance occurs, and an increase in plan-69

etary heavy ions, mainly O+ and O+2, appears (Breus et al., 1991). Next is the Pho-70

toelectron boundary (PEB; Mitchell et al., 2000, 2001) at the external limit of the iono-71

sphere, where CO2 20-30 eV photoelectrons disappear from the electron spectra (Garnier72

et al., 2017). Further in emerges another pressure balance boundary (Pthm,i ≈ PB) where73

the thermal pressure corresponding to the ionosphere balances the magnetic pressure in74

the MPR (Xu et al., 2016). Below this is the ionosphere where thermal pressure is the75

leading pressure term (Holmberg et al., 2019).76

Of these several plasma boundaries, we chose to investigate the inner workings of77

the Induced Magnetosphere Boundary, also called the Magnetic Pileup Boundary (MPB;78

Nagy et al., 2004; Crider et al., 2000), the ”boundary layer” (Dubinin et al., 1996), and79

many more as described in Espley (2018). This study will use the term Induced Mag-80

netosphere Boundary (IMB) as depicted in gold in Figure 1a). The IMB is defined sim-81

ply as the region where magnetic field fluctuations are reduced, and there is an atten-82

uation in electron flux around the 20-90 eV energy range.83

The purpose of this study was to examine the IMB response to the ICME, increased84

plasma pressures, and solar EUV flux during September 2017. For 163 orbits, we iden-85

tified a mixture of dayside and nightside IMB crossings by using the root mean square86

(RMS) of the magnetic field amplitude and electron energy flux signatures. We calcu-87

lated correlations and performed simple and multiple regression analyses between the88

IMB standoff distances and estimated upstream dynamic pressure, the solar irradiance,89

the thermal pressure in the magnetosphere and ionosphere, and the magnetic pressure90

in the MPR.91
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1.2 Mars during September 201792

Mars saw elevated space weather activity during September 2017. On 9 Septem-93

ber 2017, two slow Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) erupted at the Sun and merged while94

in transit. On 2017-09-10/15:54:34 UTC a third faster CME erupted at the Sun. It co-95

alesced with the other CMEs to form a triple-merged Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejec-96

tion (ICME). The ensuing events were cause for excitement as examining the Martian97

plasma environment during this period provided valuable insight as to what extent so-98

lar wind forcing affects the properties of various plasma regions.99

The a detailed account of the September 2017 events can be found in Lee et al. (2018).100

The events that had the greatest influence on the IMB included a fast-solar wind stream101

and its corresponding Stream Interaction Region collision with Mars at 2017-09-10/23:30:00102

UT. Subsequently, IMF draping down to 300 km was seen at 2017-09-11/02:34. At ∼103

2017-09-13/02:52 UT the ICME collided with Mars. The deepest draped field penetra-104

tion was seen after the ICME shock arrival at 2017-09-13/02:52:13 UT. With the enhanced105

dynamic pressure from the ICME encounter, the draped IMF penetrated down to 200106

km into the Martian atmosphere over the northern hemisphere. Harada et al. (2018) de-107

duced from MAG data that during the ICME encounter, the magnitude of the magnetic108

field showed a significant enhancement over a wide range of Solar Zenith Angles.109

2 IMB Crossing Identifications110

We now define some terminology used in this Study. One orbit during September111

2017 consisted of MAVEN passing through the inbound IMB, reaching periapsis, begin-112

ning its outbound orbit, and finally passing through the outbound IMB. The majority113

of the outbound IMB crossings were located on the nightside, while the majority of the114

inbound IMB crossings took place on the dayside. Sample sizes of the inbound dayside115

IMB and outbound nightside IMB were largest, and therefore were used for the rest of116

the study. A distinction is made between dayside and nightside crossings as nightside117

IMB crossings are found to be more variable than dayside crossings (Nagy et al., 2004).118

An example of the IMB location identifications for one orbit is displayed in Fig-119

ure 2. Electron fluxes were measured by MAVEN’s Solar Wind Electron Analyzer (SWEA;120

Mitchell et al., 2016). SWEA’s electron fluxes for the 27.5- to 78.4-eV energy ranges demon-121

strated the most dramatic attenuation as contrasted with other energy ranges and were122
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Figure 2. Example IMB identifications. Panel a) MAVEN’s position in MSO coordinates

determined from LPW. Panel b) Magnitude of the magnetic field (nT). Panel c) RMS of the

magnitude of the magnetic field (nT). Panel d) electron energy fluxes (cm−2s−1sr−1) for the

specified energy ranges. Panel e) electron energy flux of all energy ranges. Blue and purple verti-

cal lines represent IMB crossings.
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therefore used as a basis for identification (Figure 2d). We also used 1s averaged mag-123

netic field vector data from MAVEN’s magnetometer (MAG; Connerney et al., 2015) (Fig-124

ure 2b). The IMB was located in the data sets as the boundary where fluctuations of125

the magnetic field and the electron energy fluxes decreased from values common in the126

magnetosheath, to values inherent to the induced magnetosphere. Magnetic field fluc-127

tuations were characterized using the root-mean-square (RMS) value of the magnitude128

of the magnetic field every 8 seconds (Acuña et al., 1998). The identification processes129

for the inbound and outbound IMB are listed as follows.130

To identify the inbound IMB each orbit, the electron flux and RMS of the mag-131

netic field magnitude from apoapsis to periapsis were used. There were two criteria that132

had to be met simultaneously to be considered an inbound IMB crossing. Firstly, the133

average flux attenuation in each energy range had to be at least a factor of 1.8 over a134

200 km altitude drop. Secondly, the RMS of the magnetic field magnitude had to de-135

crease by a factor greater than 1.1 over a 200 km altitude drop or more. The altitudes136

of the inbound IMB locations were extrapolated from the MSO coordinates calculated137

by the Langmuir Probe and Waves (LPW; Andersson et al., 2015). A minimum 200 km138

altitude change was imposed to ensure there was no double boundary crossings. In to-139

tal, there were 141 inbound crossings that took place on the dayside (in front of the ter-140

minator), and 22 that took place on the nightside.141

The outbound IMB was identified using the electron flux and RMS of the magnetic142

field magnitude time series data from periapsis to apoapsis. Again, two simultaneous cri-143

teria had to be met. Firstly, each energy range had to show a rapid flux enhancement144

of a factor of 1.8 or more and maintain this enhancement for at least a 200 km altitude145

increase. Secondly, The RMS of the magnetic field magnitude had to increase by a fac-146

tor greater than 1.1 over a minimum 200 km altitude increase. The outbound IMB was147

the average time when each of the energy ranges and RMS began to show rapid enhance-148

ments. There were 35 dayside outbound IMB crossings, and 128 nightside crossings.149
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3 Data Analysis150

3.1 Upstream Dynamic, Thermal, and Magnetic Pressure, and Solar Ir-151

radiance Effects on the IMB152

We next investigated the main drivers that could affect the IMB. The dayside in-153

bound IMB and nightside outbound IMB were chosen as our primary data sets. Further154

discussion of dayside IMB refers to the dayside inbound IMB, and nightside IMB refers155

to the nightside outbound IMB data set. Edberg et al. (2008) showed that crustal rem-156

nant magnetic fields can perturb the IMB ∼ 0.10 RM father out in the Southern Hemi-157

sphere. Yet, MAVEN’s orbit during September 2017 was such that crustal fields were158

passed over during times of apoapsis. We therefore considered these effects on the stand-159

off distance to be negligible.160

Previous studies (e.g., Brain et al., 2010; Crider et al., 2000; Dubinin et al., 2008;161

Matsunaga et al., 2017) showed that factors such as the magnetic pressure, dynamic pres-162

sure, and thermal pressure all contribute to the pressure balance in the plasma environ-163

ment around Mars. Similarly, solar EUV flux was also found to cause Martian plasma164

boundary locations extend or contract (Edberg et al., 2009). To compare the IMB al-165

titudes during September 2017, the thermal pressure in the magnetosphere (Pthm,m), the166

magnetic pressure associated with the MPR (PB), and the thermal pressure of the iono-167

sphere (Pthm,i) were calculated.168

The total magnetic pressure was defined as:

PB =
|B|2

2µ0

Where |B| is the magnitude of the magnetic field vector, and µ0 is the permeability of

free space constant. The thermal pressure of the magnetosheath is then:

Pthm,m = nikBTi

where ni is the density of ions, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and Ti is the temperature

of ions as measured by MAVEN’s Solar Wind Ion Analyzer (SWIA; Halekas et al., 2015).

The thermal pressure prevalent in the ionosphere is:

Pthm,i = 2nekBTe

where ne is the electron density, and Te is the temperature of the electrons as measured169

by LPW.170
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Table 1. Correlation statistics and simple regression analysis for the IMB and Pdyn, Pthm,m,

PB , Pthm,i, and 65.5 nm EUV flux.

CC P-value Equation SSE Adj. R2 RMSE

Function of Pdyn

dayside IMB 0.13 0.39 −0.06x7 + 0.50x6 − 1.36x5 + 0.93x4 + 1.06x3 − 1.13x2 − 0.15x+ 0.64 2.46 0.14 0.24

nightside IMB -0.35 0.03 0.08x3 − 0.31x2 − 0.06x+ 0.89 6.47 0.12 0.43

Function of Pthm,m

dayside IMB 0.13 0.12 −0.01x6 + 0.08x5 − 0.38x4 + 0.48x3 + 0.18x2 − 0.35x+ 0.55 403 0.14 1.73

nightside IMB 0.01 0.87 5.24e-05x−2.16 + 0.96 1099 0.14 2.97

Function of PB

dayside IMB -0.53 0.00 −0.01x5 + 0.13x4 − 0.45x3 + 0.54x2 − 0.18x+ 0.21 3.06e03 0.50 4.76

nightside IMB -0.25 0.00 0.23x−0.32 − 0.04 5.24e03 0.61 6.48

Function of Pthm,i

dayside IMB -0.55 0.00 −0.85x0.15 + 0.66 195.33 0.71 1.19

nightside IMB -0.41 0.00 −1.30x0.13 + 1.06 545.97 0.56 2.09

Function of 65.5 nm EUV flux
dayside IMB 0.54 0.00 −0.01x5 + 0.09x4 − 0.07x3 − 0.24x2 + 0.30x+ 0.51 63.54 0.41 0.69

nightside IMB 0.42 0.00 −0.04x3 + 0.05x2 + 0.28x+ 0.79 188.08 0.21 1.23

The dynamic pressure of the solar wind can be easily calculated from SWIA, but171

for September 2017, only sparse solar wind coverage was attained. MAVEN’s orbital ori-172

entation resulted in its apoapsis location never extending beyond the nominal bow shock.173

To achieve a more complete data set, we averaged SWIA’s proxy and actual measure-174

ments, MEX/ASPERA-3 Ion Mass Analyzer (IMA; Barabash et al., 2006) measurements,175

and the Wang-Sheeley-Arge (WSA)-Enlil model (hereafter, WSA-Enlil; Arge et al., 2004;176

Odstrcil, 2003). This produced a dynamic pressure data set from 8 September 2017 to177

18 September 2017 with an hourly cadence.178

MAVEN’s Extreme Ultraviolet Monitor (EUVM; Eparvier et al., 2015) instrument179

provided the solar irradiance measurements. The modeled full spectral irradiance in 1-180

nm bins from 0-190 nm were all compared to the IMB locations. The 65.5 nm wavelength181

showed the most cause-and-effect relationship, and therefore was included as a factor in182

determining what affected each boundary’s position.183

After obtaining comparable data sets, we wanted to understand if each plasma pres-184

sure and solar EUV flux term (driving factors) directly affected the dayside and night-185

side IMB (response variables). If there was a clear effect, then we wanted to be able to186

quantify it. To do this, we calculated correlation coefficients between each driving fac-187

tor and IMB location to establish any linear correlation between the variable pairs. Sim-188

ple regression analysis was employed to model any casual effects of each driving factor189

on the IMB altitudes. Model fit statistics are listed in Table 1.190

To investigate the interrelation between the predictor variables and the IMB lo-191

cations, the Pearson correlation coefficient (CC) and its P-value were. A CC of -1.0 shows192

a perfect negative correlation, a CC of 1.0 shows a perfect positive correlation, and a CC193
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of 0.0 shows no association. P-values were used to test the hypothesis that there was no194

relationship between the observed phenomena and the predictor variables (null hypoth-195

esis). P-values range from 0 to 1, where values lower than the 0.05 standard significance196

level have a low probability of observing the null hypothesis. The dayside IMB had no197

linear association with Pdyn nor Pthm,m. The nightside IMB showed no linear associa-198

tion with Pthm,m.199

Models for each driving factor and IMB location were fit by using simple regres-200

sion analysis, i.e., regression analysis involving only two variables. The dependent (re-201

sponse) variables were the dayside and nightside IMB. The independent (predictor) vari-202

ables were Pdyn, Pthm,m, PB , Pthm,i, and 65.5 nm EUV flux. Power, rational, polyno-203

mial, and exponential functions were all tried as potential relational equations. The good-204

ness of fit for each model was assessed by three main components. The first being the205

sum of squares due to error (SSE) that measures the total deviation of the modeled re-206

sponse values to the actual IMB values. Values closer to 0 indicate a smaller random er-207

ror component in the model, and that the fit will be more useful for prediction. The sec-208

ond is the adjusted R2. It uses the R2 value and adjusts it based on the residual degrees209

of freedom for each case. Values range from 0 to 1, where 1 demonstrates that a greater210

proportion of variance is accounted for by the model. The final statistic is the Root Mean211

Squared Error (RMSE) which supplies insight into how close the observed data points212

are to the model’s predicted values. Values closer to 0 show better fits. (Kutner et al.,213

2005). The dayside IMB as a function of Pthm,i resulted in the best fit out of all the vari-214

able pairs. The correlation coefficient also implied that the dayside IMB generally shrunk215

as Pthm,i increased.216

3.2 Multiple Regression Analysis of PB, Pthm,i, and 65.5 nm EUV flux217

on IMB Locations218

The IMB configuration is a result of multiple forcing factors. By resolving which219

individual variables had the most control over the IMB, a better model could be built220

using only the most influential variables. Multiple nonlinear regression models (MNRM)221

were used to evaluate how PB , Pthm,i, and 65.5 nm EUV FISM jointly influence each222

IMB standoff distance. Driving factors that produced an adjusted R2 value below 0.20223

during the simple regression analyses (Table 1) were excluded from the MNRM. This in-224

cluded Pthm,m and Pdyn.225
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Models that produced the best fits from the simple regression analysis were pieced226

together to form each MNRM. Again, RMSE and adjusted R2 values were used as fit227

statistics. The F-statistic vs. a constant model and its associated P-value were also used228

to evaluate each fit. The F-statistic vs. a constant model produces a value ranging from229

0 to an arbitrary number that tells you whether the supplied model fits the data bet-230

ter than a constant model, i.e., a model with no independent variables. Larger values231

represent greater dispersion in the IMB altitudes. The P-value also must be considered,232

as the P-value is the probability that the F-statistic could have been produced by chance.233

An adequate fit of the dayside and nightside IMB would produce a P-value that is lower234

than the 0.05 significance level, and an F-statistic greater than 0. For a detailed expla-235

nation on using regression analysis in planetary data, see Chattopadhyay and Chattopad-236

hyay (2014).237

The equation of best fit for the dayside IMB was −25.53(PB)5+73.50(PB)4−74.05(PB)3+238

31.22(PB)2−5.22(PB)−0.53(Pthm,i)
0.16−0.01(EUV )5+0.09(EUV )4−0.07(EUV )3−239

1.28e09(EUV )2 + 1.28e06(EUV ), with a RMSE of 4.04, an adjusted R2 of 0.69, a F-240

stat vs. constant model value of 44.7, and a corresponding P-value of 5.74e-32. The night-241

side IMB was approximated by 0.05(PB)−0.52−0.63(Pthm,i)
0.16−0.01(EUV )2+2.41e06(EUV )−242

0.87. The associated RMSE was 5.94, adjusted R2 value was 0.71, F-stat vs. constant243

model value was 79.1 with a P-value of 4.39e-33.244

The limited observations of the dayside and nightside IMB made it difficult to ex-245

amine its response to each event of interest. The MNRM made it possible to predict the246

IMB altitude at the exact time when Pthm,i, PB , and the 65.5 nm wavelength EUV FISM247

reached their maximum values. The predicted IMB altitudes are plotted in Figure 3. Neg-248

ative prediction values were excluded from the plots. Times when plasma pressures and249

EUV flux reached their maximums are plotted as vertical lines. The red line at 2017-250

09-09/10:35:12 represents Pthm,i reaching its maximum value of 2.07 nPa. The orange251

line at 2017-09-10/16:11:30 is when the solar EUV irradiance peaked. The green line at252

2017-09-13/06:00:00 is the estimated time when Pdyn reached a maximum 4.45 nPa. The253

cyan line at 2017-09-13/07:12:07 signifies Pthm,m peaking at 6.31 nPa. The black ver-254

tical line at 2017-09-13/07:55:51 marks the PB maximum value of 16.75 nPa. The tan255

shaded region represents the disturbed magnetosphere conditions that spanned from the256

arrival of the ICME on 2017-09-13, to when conditions returned to normal around 2017-257

09-15.258
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Figure 3. Dayside and nightside IMB altitudes from 2017-09-09 to 2017-09-15. Included are

the events of interest indicated by vertical lines, and the MNRM predicted IMB values.

4 Discussion and Conclusions259

The purpose of this study was to understand how the IMB changed in response to260

the heightened solar activity in September 2017. The solar flare lead to enhanced solar261

EUV flux, and the merged ICME brought about intense dynamic and magnetic pressure262

which, as an input into the Martian plasma environment, all affected the IMB. A cur-263

sory examination of the distribution of standoff distances before, during, and after the264

disturbed magnetosphere conditions showed that the ICME had no considerable influ-265

ence on the dayside and nightside IMB location. The dayside and nightside IMB decreased266

in altitude immediately after the onset of the merged ICME. However, the IMB was wit-267

nessed reaching lower altitudes both before and after the disturbed magnetosphere pe-268

riod. This led to the question that if the merged ICME did not have an instant effect269

on the IMB, what driving factor did? The individual relationships between plasma pres-270

sures and solar irradiance and the IMB were probed to ascertain which factor had the271

greatest influence on the IMB (Table 1). Using simple regression analysis, we found that272

Pthm,i and PB had the most statistically significant relationship with the dayside and273

nightside IMB. Pdyn and Pthm,m showed relatively weak influences on the standoff dis-274

tances. The brief time period that data was available for Pdyn can be a contributing fac-275

tor to the inability to detect more of a trend between Pdyn and the IMB locations. Also,276
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it is possible that the WSA-ENLIL cone model did not delineate the true upstream dy-277

namic pressure values.278

Building on simple regression models, we used MNRMs to characterize the com-279

plex nature of the IMB as functions of the most influential driving factors (Figure 3).280

This resulted in fits for the IMB that incorporated PB , Pthm,i and the 65.5 nm wave-281

length solar irradiance. We calculated that the dayside IMB MNRM predicted the cor-282

rect IMB altitude within a 95% confidence interval 62% of the time. The nightside IMB283

MNRM predicted the correct IMB altitude within a 95% confidence interval 55% of the284

time. The nightside IMB was described by a more simplistic MNRM that included fewer285

terms in the equation, and a higher adjusted R2 value. Examining Figure 3, dayside and286

nightside IMB values were known within a one hour window of each event of interest,287

however we did not have exact IMB altitudes at the times of high pressure and peak EUV288

events. We therefore used MNRM to produce IMB approximations with a 1 minute ca-289

dence. Both models captured the general trend of the IMB being negatively correlated290

to Pthm,i, and PB , while being positively correlated with EUV flux for the maximum pres-291

sure and EUV flux events. The adjusted R2 values of the dayside and nightside MNRM292

proved that the models explain 69%, and 71% of the variability in the IMB altitudes,293

respectively.294

One interesting point is the estimated dayside IMB altitude at the maximum PB .295

The model approximated a negative altitude of -5.24e+05 RM , which obviously is im-296

possible. Yet this decrease in altitude is reminiscent of a well-known phenomenon. The297

compression of the dayside IMB is expected as dynamic pressure is known to be a main298

driver of boundary. As the dynamic pressure pushes the IMB downward to Mars, the299

magnetic flux piled up in front of the planet must be stored in a smaller volume, thus300

causing the magnetic pressure to reach such high values(Edberg et al., 2008). Since the301

magnetic pressure has a noteworthy impact on the IMB, it would cause a large compres-302

sion. The only two IMB data points around this time are at 2017-09-13/03:02:20 (0.28303

RM ) and at 2017-09-13/11:26:16 (0.91 RM ). The model properly suggests that there is304

a decrease directly following the high dynamic and magnetic pressure events, but it does305

not estimate the proper value. After an expected compression, the dayside IMB then jumps306

in altitude as the plasma pressures return to equilibrium. This is where the model does307

not capture this increase. This is due to the absence of dynamic pressure as a predic-308

tor variable for the dayside IMB. It is accepted that the Martian ionosphere is magne-309
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tized during times of high solar wind pressure. The magnetic pressure associated with310

the resulting ionospheric field can supplement the ionospheric thermal pressure and push311

upward on the overlying MPR magnetic pressure (Nagy et al., 2004). This phenomenon312

explains why the dayside IMB expanded after the plasma environment experienced a high313

dynamic pressure input, and why the model failed to capture it.314

September 2017 marked an exciting period for all spacecraft in operation around315

Mars to receive valuable observations of how the plasma regions respond to such input.316

Future research will be aimed at better understanding the intricate relationship between317

the IMB, PEB, ICB, and the pressure balance boundaries for extended time periods. This318

includes examining seasonal trends and relationships. The IMBs dependence on geograph-319

ical configurations such as the input from strong crustal magnetic fields will also be an-320

other line of inquiry. As the upstream interplanetary plasma and its embedded field can321

now be monitored by multiple spacecraft; it is only a matter of time until the full na-322

ture of the IMB and other Martian plasma regions can be deduced.323
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